Abstract: A clear understanding of new particle formation processes in remote oceans is critical for properly assessing the role of oceanic dimethyl sulfide (DMS) emission on the Earth's climate and associated climate feedback processes. Almost free from anthropogenic pollutants and leafed plants, the Antarctic continent and surrounding oceans are unique regions for studying the lifecycle of natural sulfate aerosols. Here we investigate the well-recognized seasonal variations of new particle formation around Antarctic coastal areas with a recently developed global size-resolved aerosol model. Our simulations indicate that enhanced DMS emission and photochemistry during the austral summer season lead to significant new particle formation via ion-mediated nucleation (IMN) and much higher particle number concentrations over Antarctica and surrounding oceans. By comparing predicted condensation nuclei larger than 10 nm (CN10) during a three-year period (2005)(2006)(2007) with the long-period continuous CN10 measurements at the German Antarctic station Neumayer, we show that the model captures the absolute values of monthly mean CN10 (within a factor 2-3) as well as their seasonal variations. Our simulations confirm that the observed Antarctic CN10 and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) seasonal variations are due to the formation of secondary particles during the austral summer. From the austral winter to summer, the zonally averaged CN10 and CCN in the lower troposphere over Antarctica increase by a factor of ~4-6 and ~2-4, respectively. This study appears to show that the H 2 SO 4 -H 2 O IMN mechanism is able to
Introduction
Aerosol precursor gases emitted from oceans have been well recognized to play an important role in the Earth's radiation budget and climate feedback processes. Oceanic dimethyl sulfide (DMS) is an important contributor to the global sulfur cycle and its oxidation accounts for ~20% of the global SO 2 sources [1] . Charlson et al. [2] proposed a negative feedback mechanism on the Earth's climate involving the oceanic DMS emission, sulfate aerosol production, and cloud properties (i.e., "CLAW" hypothesis). According to this hypothesis, a warmer climate would increase DMS emission and atmospheric DMS concentrations which in turn would lead to higher formation rates of sulfate aerosols and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) abundance. The resulting increase in cloud albedo should reflect more sunlight back to space and thus cool the Earth. Despite numerous studies undertaken since 1987 to verify the "CLAW" hypothesis and understand its relevance to today's climate issues, the magnitude and even the sign of the "CLAW" feedback mechanism remains unclear [3] [4] [5] [6] . A lack of quantitative understanding of new particle formation processes is one of many significant gaps in the "CLAW" hypothesis that remain to be resolved [6] .
Almost free from anthropogenic pollution and leafed plants releasing organic aerosol precursors, the Antarctic continent and surrounding oceans are unique regions for studying natural atmospheric sulfate aerosols. The total number concentrations of particles in Antarctica have a strong seasonal variation, from as low as a few tens per cm 3 in the austral winter (JJA: June, July, August) to several thousands per cm 3 in the austral summer (DJF: December, January, February) [7] [8] [9] . Particle size distribution measurements indicate that the high DJF particle number concentrations are associated with the presence of nucleation mode particles [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Koponen et al. [14] reported particle size distributions (3-800 nm in diameter) measured in continental Antarctica during the austral summers 2000 and 2001 and showed that a nucleation mode (with diameter < 20 nm) was present in more than a half of the measured spectra. It has been generally accepted that formation and growth of secondary particles in Antarctica is mainly through the oxidation product of DMS emitted from the Southern Oceans [17] . Particle chemical composition analyses suggest that accumulation mode particles in Antarctic air masses are mostly acidic and consist primarily of sulfuric acid [18, 19] . While the presence of nucleation mode particles in Antarctic air during the austral summers has been well recognized, a comprehensive modeling study of the formation mechanisms of these particles is lacking. Ito et al. [11] discussed possible processes leading to new particle formation (binary, ternary, and ion nucleation) but no quantitative calculations were given. Park et al. [16] found that the H 2 SO 4 concentrations ([H 2 SO 4 ]) measured at the South Pole during ISCAT 2000 are substantially below the values required for H 2 SO 4 -H 2 O binary homogeneous nucleation (BHN) and suggested that either other species participated in particle formation and/or that the observed nucleation mode particles were transported from elsewhere. Koponen et al. [13, 14] found that new particle formation does take place in the Antarctic boundary layer and has apparently something to do with the coastal areas. Measurements onboard a ship indicated that a nucleation mode was frequently observed as the ship approached the Antarctic coast [13] . Based on particle size distributions (diameter 3-800 nm) measured at the Finnish Antarctica research station Aboa (73°03'S, 13°25'W, ~130 km from the coastline) during the austral summers 2000 and 2001, Koponen et al. [14] showed that evidence of recent new particle formation could be seen in marine/coastal air masses only. More recently, Virkkula et al. [19] and Asmi et al. [20] A number of modeling studies investigating new particle formation at a global scale have been reported in the last couple of years [17, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , although none of these studies specifically focused on new particle formation around the Antarctic coastal regions. Korhonen et al. [17] showed no nucleation in the boundary layer (BL) based on a BHN scheme and concluded that the main pathway of DMS influence on CCN number is the nucleation of DMS-derived H 2 SO 4 in the free troposphere and subsequent downward entrainment. With the BL nucleation calculated by an empirical formula which expresses nucleation rate J as J = A [H 2 SO 4 ] (where A is an empirically derived constant), the studies of Merikanto et al. [26] and Wang and Penner [24] indicated significant contribution of BL nucleation to global particle number concentration and CCN abundance. Yu et al. [28] showed that the empirical formula significantly over-predict (by a factor of up to 10) the particle number concentrations in the BL over remote oceans. The extensive comparisons of simulated global particle number concentrations with land-, ship-, and aircraft-based measurements by Yu et al. [28] indicate that, among six widely used nucleation schemes involving H 2 SO 4 vapor, only the ion-mediated nucleation (IMN) scheme can reasonably account for both absolute values (within a factor of ~2) and spatial distributions of particle number concentrations in the whole troposphere.
One major uncertainty in current global aerosol simulations remains to be the mechanism of new particle formation. As mentioned earlier, the Antarctic continent and surrounding oceans are unique regions for studying the formation of natural atmospheric sulfate aerosols. The purpose of this study is to investigate the seasonal variations of new particle formation around the Antarctic coastal areas associated with DMS emissions, using a recently developed global size-resolved aerosol model [27] and focusing on IMN mechanism. Multiple-year continuous measurements of CN10 at the coastal Antarctic station Neumayer are used, for the first time, to evaluate the ability of the model in capturing the season variations of CN10. The contributions of secondary and primary particles to CCN abundance in the region and their seasonal variations are also analyzed. This study is important in view of a possible large reduction in the DMS sea surface concentrations in the Southern Oceans (up to ~40%) in the year 2100 predicted by a global modeling study [5] , and the unresolved physical processes governing the observed seasonal variations of cloud properties over the Southern Ocean [29] [30] [31] .
Global Size-resolved Aerosol Model
Yu and Luo [27] incorporated an advanced particle microphysics (APM) model into GEOS-Chem, which is a global 3-D model of atmospheric composition driven by assimilated meteorological data from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System 5 (GEOS-5). The GEOS-Chem model has been developed and used by many research groups and contains many state-of-the-art modules treating various chemical and aerosol processes [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] with up-to-date key emission inventories [38, 39] . In GEOS-Chem, DMS emission by phytoplankton is calculated using a global distribution of DMS seawater concentrations from Kettle et al. [40] and a standard sea-air exchange parameterization driven by the local wind [41] . The global total DMS flux for 2006 based on GEOS-Chem is 20.0 Tg S yr −1 , which is close to the values derived from most of the models discussed in Woodhouse et al. [42] .
A detailed description of the GEOS-Chem (including various emission sources, chemistry and aerosol schemes) can be found on the model webpage [43] .
In the present version of the APM module, size-resolved microphysics for secondary particles (i.e., those formed from gaseous species) and sea salt have been treated with 40 sectional bins to represent sulfate (or secondary) particles and 20 sectional bins to represent sea salt particles. The bin structure is chosen to have relatively high resolution for the size ranges important to the growth of nucleated particles (a few nanometers) to CCN (30 bins in the dry diameter range of 1.2 nm-120 nm). The dust particles are represented by four bins. Both black carbon and primary organic carbon particles are represented with two log-normal modes. The growth of nucleated particles through the condensation of sulfuric acid vapor and equilibrium uptake of nitrate, ammonium, and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is explicitly simulated, along with the coagulation scavenging of secondary particles by primary particles (dust, black carbon, organic carbon, and sea salt). The model also keeps track of the amount of secondary species coated on each type of primary particles, as a result of coagulation, condensation, and equilibrium uptake. More details of the aerosol model can be found in Yu and Luo [27] .
In this work, we extend the studies presented in Yu and Luo [27] by carrying out simulations with a horizontal resolution of 2° × 2.5° and 47 vertical layers up to 0.01 hpa (GEOS-5 meteorological fields). Our previous publications focus on the discussions of annual mean global aerosol number abundance simulated with GEOS-Chem + APM at 4° × 5° horizontal resolution. This study focuses on seasonal variations of new particle formation over Antarctica and surrounding ocean simulated with GEOSChem + APM at 2° × 2.5° horizontal resolution. The GEOS-Chem v8-01-03 used in Yu and Luo [27] has been updated to v8-02-02 for the present simulation. New particle formation is calculated based on an ion-mediated nucleation mechanism [44] which has been shown to reasonably account for total number concentrations of particles larger than ~4 nm and ~10 nm observed in different parts of the troposphere [27, 28] . The oceanic isoprene and α-pinene emission indicated by ship measurements is not considered in the present study due to the large unresolved difference between the total fluxes derived from "top-down" and "bottom-up" approaches [45] . We have conducted simulations for three years (2005) (2006) (2007) , with 2 months of spin-up running. The seasonally mean results presented below are for year 2006 only. Sensitivity studies to examine the impact of DMS emission change and role of BHN have also been carried out for year 2006. Figure 1 shows the simulated seasonally-averaged DMS emission rate, SO SO 4 ] lead to significant new particle formation and much higher total particle number concentrations in the surface layer over Antarctica and the surrounding ocean during the Austral summer season, which can be clearly seen in Figure 2 . It is interesting to note that the predicted highest nucleation rates are confined around the coastline (Figure 2a) , which is consistent with measurements [13, 14] . Our model reveals that the association of nucleation with coastal areas is a result of high P H2SO4 (Figure 1e 
Simulations and Results

General Features
Comparison to Long-term Measurements
As mentioned in the Introduction, significant seasonal variations of new particle formation and particle number concentration have been observed in Antarctica. CN10 has been continuously measured at the German Antarctic station Neumayer (70°40'S, 008°16'W) [46] since 1993. The coastal Antarctic station Neumayer is 42 m above sea level and situated on the Ekstrom Ice Shelf and about 5 km from the southeast part of Atka Bay. More detailed information about the station and CN10 measurements can be found in König-Langlo et al. [47] and Weller and Lampert [48] . The long-term continuous CN10 measurements can be used to assess the ability of the model in capturing the main processes controlling particle formation and concentrations in the region. Figure 3 (Figure 3a, 3b) . Primary particles (dominated by sea salt particles in the region) contribute ~30 cm −3 to total particle number concentrations and there are no obvious seasonal variations (Figure 3c, 3d) . The peak monthly mean [H 2 SO 4 ], JIMN, and total concentration of particles larger than 3 nm (CN3) at the station reach ~1-1.5 × 10 6 cm −3 , ~100-300 cm -3 hr −1 , and ~1000-3000 cm −3 , respectively. The rate of H 2 SO 4 -H 2 O IMN around Antarctica, which is lower than those in the regions under the influence of anthropogenic SO 2 emission, is significant enough to cause clear seasonal variations in particle number concentrations. The good agreement of predicted seasonal variations of CN10 based on the IMN mechanism with measurements during three simulated years at the remote site free from anthropogenic pollution and leafed plants is in support of the IMN mechanism. Based on the observed evolution of the ion mobility spectrum at the Finnish Antarctica research station Aboa [19, 20] , ions (especially negative ions) were clearly involved in the nucleation. Asmi et al. [20] estimated that IMN contributes up to 30% of observed nucleation rates. However, as pointed out in Yu [44] , the real contribution of IMN to nucleation is likely larger because the growth of neutral clusters < 2 nm resulting from ion-ion recombination (an important channel of IMN [49] ) is treated as neutral nucleation in Asmi et al. [20] 's estimation. This study appears to show that the present IMN mechanism, which is based on state-ofthe-art thermodynamic and laboratory data [44] , can reasonably account for the new particle formation frequently observed in the Antarctica region during the austral summer. As a result of secondary particle formation and growth, the monthly mean CS (Figure 3a ) and CCN0.4 (Figure 3d) Neumayer station, secondary particles appear to contribute ~40% to total CCN0.4 in the winter and >70% in the summer. Only a very small fraction of secondary particles (<5%) can serve as CCN0.4 in the summer because of their small sizes. It should be noted that the current study doesn't consider the oceanic VOC emissions because of large uncertainty in the estimated emission rates [45] . Depending on the strength of the oceanic VOC emission, the oxidation product of VOC may substantially enhance the growth rate of nucleated particles and hence CCN0.4 in the Antarctic and the Southern Ocean regions during the austral summer months. Further research is needed to quantify the oceanic VOC emission and its impact on the concentration of climate effective aerosols. We also noticed from Figure 3c that the model under-predicts the CN10 in August and September (by ~30-60%) for all three years. The reasons for the under-prediction remain unclear but could be caused by the uncertainty in the emission, meteorology, microphysics, and transport. Figure 3c for comparisons. In addition to total CN10 and CCN0.4, the contributions of primary particles (including sea salt, BC, POC, and dust) to CN10 and CCN0.4 are also shown in Figures 3c and 3d. 
Vertical Profiles
So far our discussions have been limited to the surface layer. To look into how the formation of secondary particles during the austral summer may affect the CN and CCN abundance at higher altitude, we plot the zonally averaged vertical distributions of relevant key parameters resolved in our model. Figure 4 show the seasonal mean vertical structures of JIMN, total CN10, CCN0.4 total and CCN0.4 associated with sea-salt particles over the Antarctica and the Southern Ocean region (45 S and south) for DJF and JJA. It is clear from Figure 4 that significant new particle formation in the austral summer extends from boundary layer to ~500 mb. High concentrations of sea salt particles over the Southern Ocean are generally confined to the marine boundary layer (MBL) and there is no obvious seasonal variation in sea salt particle concentration at different altitudes (Figure 4g, 4h) . Although nucleation is inhibited in the MBL over the Southern Ocean due to the high concentration of sea salt particles (Figure 4g ), significant nucleation occurs above the MBL (Figure 4a respectively. As a result of the secondary particle formation during the austral summer (DJF), the zonally averaged CN10 and CCN0.4 over Antarctica increase by a factor of ~4-6 and ~2-4 (compared to those in JJA), respectively.
Sensitivity Study: Impact of DMS Emission Variation and Contribution of BHN
DMS emission rates and nucleation mechanisms are two of major uncertainties in current studies of new particle formation around the Antarctica. DMS emission rates have large spatial and temporal variations [42] and future climate change may significantly affect DMS emission in the Southern Oceans [5] . BHN has been widely employed to calculate new particle formation rate in previous global studies [17, 24, 26] . Here we carry out sensitivity study to examine the impact of DMS emission variation on Antarctic CN10 and the contribution of BHN. The empirical activation nucleation formula (J = A [H 2 SO 4 ]), while has also been used in previous modeling studies to predict particle formation in the BL [24, 26] , is not examined here because of its known significant over-prediction of marine BL particle number concentration (by up to one order of magnitude) and large range (up to 4 orders of magnitude) in the value of pre-factor A derived from different field measurements [28] .
In addition to the baseline case (Case_baseline) presented in Figures 1 to 4 , simulations of three sensitivity study cases have been carried for year 2006 (after two months of spin-up): (1) baseline DMS emission is scaled by 1.4 (Case_DMS1.4); (2) baseline DMS emission is scaled by 0.6 (Case_DMS0.6), (3) BHN scheme of Yu [50] (instead of IMN scheme) is used (Case_BHN). Table 1 and Figure 5 compare CN10 values observed and predicted in different cases for different months of 2006 at the Neumayer station. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and normalized mean bias (NMB) for four different modeling cases are also given in Table 1 . [40] used in GEOS-Chem is based in part on observations, the real DMS emission in different months may deviate substantially from this DMS climatology. As a result, at least some of the differences between observed and modeled CN10 values in different months (see Figures  3 and 5) could be attributed to the uncertainty in the DMS emission predicted in GEOS-Chem. The DJF monthly mean BHN rate at the Neumayer station is ~10 −4 # cm −3 hr −1 (not shown) which is more than 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding IMN rate (see Figure 3b) and is completely negligible. Our predicted lack of BHN in the BL is consistent with previous analysis and modeling study [16, 17] . The significant under-prediction of CN10 at the Neumayer station in Case_BHN indicates that the downward entrainment of new particles formed in the free troposphere is not bale to account for the CN10 values observed in the Antarctic BL, supporting our baseline case conclusion about the importance of IMN in the Antarctic BL.
Summary
The main objective of this study is to investigate the well-recognized seasonal variations of new particle formation around Antarctic coastal areas associated with DMS emissions by using a recently developed global size-resolved aerosol model and an ion-mediated nucleation (IMN) mechanism. Our simulations indicate that enhanced DMS emission, photochemistry, and [H 2 SO 4 ] during the austral summer season lead to significant new particle formation and much higher particle number concentrations. The predicted highest nucleation rates are confined around the coastline, which is consistent with measurements of ultrafine particle number concentrations. The seasonal mean concentration of the condensation nuclei larger than 3 nm (CN3) increases from ~50-200 cm −3 in the austral winter (JJA) to above ~2,000 cm −3 in the austral summer (DJF) in the surface layer around the Antarctic coastal areas. There also exist significant seasonal variations of the number concentrations of condensation nuclei larger than 10 nm (CN10) and cloud condensation nuclei at water supersaturation of 0.4% (CCN0.4). The analysis of vertical structures indicates that significant new particle formation over Antarctica in the austral summer extends from the boundary layer to ~500 mb. While nucleation is generally inhibited in the marine boundary layer over the Southern Ocean due to the high concentration of sea salt particles, significant nucleation occurs above the MBL. From the austral winter to summer, the zonally averaged CN10 and CCN0.4 concentrations in the lower and middle troposphere over Antarctica increase by a factor of ~4-6 and ~2-4, respectively. A comparison of the predicted CN10 during a three-year period (2005) (2006) (2007) with the long-term continuous CN10 measurements at the German Antarctic station Neumayer shows that the model captures the absolute values of monthly mean CN10 (within a factor of 2-3) as well as their seasonal variations. Both model and observations indicate around a factor of 7 increase in seasonal mean CN10 from July to Janunary at the Neumayer station. Our model simulations clearly indicate that the observed CN10 seasonal variations are due to the formation of secondary particles during the austral summer associated with enhanced DMS emission and [H 2 SO 4 ]. There are no obvious seasonal variations in the concentration of primary particles. Since the Neumayer station is almost free from anthropogenic pollutants and leafed plants and particle chemical composition analyses indicate that particles in Antarctic air mass are most acidic and consist primarily of sulfuric acid [18, 19] , it is reasonable to conclude that sulfuric acid dominates the particle formation and growth around the Antarctic regions. Our study appears to show that the IMN mechanism, which is based on state-of-theart thermodynamic and laboratory data [44] , can account for the new particle formation frequently observed in the Antarctic region during the austral summer. The nice agreement of predicted seasonal variations of CN10 based on IMN mechanism with measurements during all the three simulated years provides a reasonable support for the IMN mechanism. Our sensitivity studies show strong impacts of DMS emissions on CN10 values around the Antarctica and downward transport of particles formed via binary homogeneous nucleation in the free troposphere has very small contribution to the CN abundance at the Neumayer station.
